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Editor’s Letter
A lot has changed in the presidential race since
Brainstorm last published, with Donald J. Trump
all but securing the nomination, and Hillary Clinton meeting a surprisingly strong challenger in Sen.
Bernie Sanders.
In fact, it’s as if Trump and Clinton reversed roles in
the month of May. After all, Clinton was poised to
dispatch Sanders after a string of big victories in the
Northeast, and yet he held on by winning Indiana,
West Virginia, and Oregon. Trump was supposed to
slog through the rest of primary season and fight for
the nomination at the the first contested Republican convention in 40 years. This reversal of fortunes
for Trump and Clinton typifies the maxim that has
come to define this election cycle: the political pundits usually are wrong when it comes to predictions.
Indeed, it seems that the surer CNN, FOX and The
New York Times are about something, the more determined the public is to prove them wrong.
In October 2013, the Pew Research Center released a
“Portrait of Jewish Americans,” a landmark report on
American Jews that catalogued their political ideology, belief in God, opinions on Israel, intermarriage
rates, and other data. In 2016, Pew released a report
on Israeli Jews, with statistics on religious affiliation,
attitudes toward Arabs and opinions on a two-state
solution. Maya Borzak examines the differences
between American and Israeli Jewry and what this
cultural divide portends for the increasingly rocky
relationship between the world’s two largest Jewish
communities.
And since it isn’t Brainstorm without politics, Lana
Rosenthal attempts to get to the bottom of why
young people are obsessed with Bernie Sanders’ candidacy, while we also explore how Trump could win
states in the Industrial Midwest that have long been
considered safely blue.
So sit back and enjoy this end-of-year edition of
Brainstorm.

Matthew Samilow
Editor-in-chief, Brainstorm
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Germany’s New
Mein Kampf
The Manifesto is being published in Germany
for the first time since World War II
by Sara Merkin

M

ein Kampf – “My Struggle” – is Adolf Hitler’s
autobiography, which
first was published in 1925. It sold
a mere 9,473 copies in its first year
of publication but later became
widely read by Germans after Hitler came to power.
Hitler wrote Mein Kampf mainly
while he was serving time in prison for his failed putsch to overthrow the government of Weimar
Republic in 1923. In Mein Kampf,
Hitler expounds on his political
ideas, which include an obsessive
racial hatred of Jews, loathing of
Communists and vision for a future resurgent and dominant Germany uber alles (above all). Once
Hitler came to power in 1933, the
work became the main manifesto
for the Third Reich and provided
the blueprint for many of its nefarious actions.
After the Allies defeated Germany
in 1945, the Bavarian Government,
which succeeded to ownership of
the book’s copyright, refused to
allow its publication in Germany
as part of the effort of de-Nazification. The work, always, was available in other countries such as the

United States.
Earlier this year, however, the Bavarian Government’s copyright on
Mein Kampf expired, and the work
entered the public domain. A new
edition, complete with copious
commentary from historians, was
published and received unexpectedly high demand from the public.
The demand for Mein Kampf has
raised concerns in some quarters
that publication of the work in
Germany will nurture a rebirth of
Nazism. Others, however, believe
that its publication with explanatory notes will quell extremism
by putting the work in the proper
context and explaining the fallacies of Hitler’s arguments.
According to commentator Christian Gizewski, “[We want to] expose Hitler’s prejudices and show
that there was no sound historical
basis to his ideology about race . .
. .The re-release of Mein Kampf is
not intended to renew Nazi ideology, but rather meant to expose
the errors in Hitler’s ideology.”
The co-editor of the new edition of
Mein Kampf, Christian Hartmann,
noted, “The book is not only a historical source, it’s a symbol, and we
wanted to dismantle that symbol
-4-

once and for all.” Essentially,
the purpose of this new edition
is to disassemble Hitler’s ideas,
piece by piece.
Despite the ostensibly noble
intentions of the historians in
publishing the annotated edition of Mein Kampf, the work’s
reception has been decidedly
mixed, especially among Jews.
Nonetheless, Joseph Schuster,
president of Germany’s Jewish Council, hailed the annotated
edition of Mein Kampf as a means
to “undo the myth of this book”
and demonstrate “how wrong
and completely ridiculous Hitler’s
theories...were.” Others, however,
are less convinced. Ronald Lauder, president of the World Jewish
Congress, stated that “Holocaust
survivors [would] be offended by
the sale of the anti-Semitic work
in bookstores again” and that the
publication of an annotated edition is unnecessary as historians
already have ample access to the
work.
It perhaps is the timing of republication of Mein Kampf that is most
unsettling for many people. Currently, far-right, nationalist parties

are making gains all throughout
Europe, particularly in response
to the growth of Islam, the arrival of millions of Islamic migrants
from the Middle East and repeated terrorist attacks launched by
homegrown radical Islamic terror
groups in Europe. Many blame
the current left and center-left
parties which dominate Germany
and other European countries for
the open borders policy of the European Union. Germany’s Chancellor, Angela Merkel, has seen
her popularity erode in the face
of her decision to admit one million Syrian refugees to Germany
last year. The massive migration
into Germany and other European states has stirred fierce debates

over national identity, tolerance
for multiculturalism, and terrorism.
But it is this upsurge in nationalist sentiment that makes the
publication of annotated edition
so vital, according to the Institute
of Contemporary History in Munich, which published the new
annotated edition of Mein Kampf.
Andreas Wirsching, who directs
the institute, argues that allowing
an unannotated edition of Mein
Kampf to be published would be
irresponsible. He notes that with
the expiration of the Bavarian
Government’s copyright, the work
eventually would be published.
The best way to ensure that it does
not cause anymore harm is to re-5-

lease an edition that contains analytical commentary to critically
debunk Hitler’s warped theories.
Some experts also argue that
banning the work would only
increase its mystique and allure,
which is why excerpts from Mein
Kampf have long been examined
and read by students in German
secondary schools.
So far, the new edition of Mein
Kampf has received around 15,000
preorders, which is well above its
4,000 copy initial print run. This
is despite the fact that the work is
more than 2,000 pages and is being sold at the not insubstantial
price of $64. B

Common Core,
Common Children?
By Miriam Gammermanan

T

he Common Core State
Standards Initiative (“Common Core”) began in 2009
with the goal of establishing uniform national educational standards.
The stated goal of Common Core is
to eliminate educational inequality
among students and better prepare
them for post-secondary education,
i.e., college, and careers. Common
Core defines performance levels for
mathematics and English, drawing
from the principle that quality of
knowledge is more important than
quantity. The idea is relatively simple,
but it has been highly debated since
Common Core’s inception.
Although Common Core neither is
federally developed nor mandated,
the Obama Administration strongly
promotes use of Common Core by
the states through financial incentives. For example, the Race to the
Top program allows states to compete
for federal education funding, conditioned upon the implementation of
“common standards.” Although use
of Common Core is not expressly
mandated, there are no other shared
standards which are in use other
than Common Core. So, the program effectively mandates the use of
Common Core in order to obtain the
funds. The federal government also
helps fund two testing corporations
which prepare end of year Common
Core assessments administered by
the states.

There is widespread opposition to
Common Core. Conservative groups
point to the lack of input afforded to
the states and the over involvement
of the federal government through
the federal Department of Education.
Common Core otherwise is controversial. The year end assessments are
long in duration and considered challenging by some. Students and parents complain that the tests cause too
much anxiety and result in inaccurate
scores as compared to the scores from
the assessment tests which Common
Core has replaced, i.e., tests like the
FCAT. In some states, teacher evaluations depend upon Common Core
test results, causing teachers to teach
to the test (which is a problem with
all tests not just Common Core ones
if they are used to drive teaching as
opposed to merely testing what has
been learned).
Additionally, adoption of Common
Core requires a significant investment by local school boards which
are funded by taxpayers. Substantial
monies must be allocated to purchase new textbooks and to develop
new curricula based upon Common
Core. This results in an additional
burden on the states and their taxpayers.
Although Common Core is meant
to prepare students for college and
the workforce, many educators argue
that they do not adequately do so be-6-

cause the standards constrain learning. In other words, there is no single
best way to learn but Common Core
narrows the avenues for learning.
Another issue is that states with higher standards than Common Core
perversely may be forced to lower
their standards by adopting Common Core.
Ultimately, accepting Common Core
requires us to make two assumptions.
The first is that there is a single best
way to educate our students. The
second is that Common Core is that
way. The evidence points otherwise.
Structurally, wresting control of education from the states, makes it less
responsive to students, teachers and
parents and less effective, as it cannot be adequately fine-tuned to meet
local needs. Imposing national standards from above risks choking innovation out of the educational system,
particularly as America’s system is
decentralized by design. Thus, taken
to its logical extreme, the uniformity
of Common Core risks reducing innovation and the room for progress
and exceptionality. Common Core’s
intent of creating similar outcomes
likely will produce common students
in their breadth of achievement.
Common students, however, won’t
produce the innovations needed
to make tomorrow’s world a better
place. B

‘‘Since the
Obama takeover
of the Democratic Party,
young people
have been especially enthusiastic about getting involved
politically. They
generally favor Democrats,
largely due to
the party’s pronounced progressive and increasingly leftist
views’’

Bernie’s
Political
Revolution
Young Voters are Flocking
to the Inspiring Socialist
by Lana Rosenthal

V

ermont senator and
Democratic Party presidential candidate Bernie Sanders is the new rage and
talk of the town. He is a 21st century Santa Claus for our anti-religious age: Sanders is a white
haired, 74-year-old avowed socialist who promises free things,
nd has proved immensely popular among people aged 18 to 29.
For example, exit polls during
this primary season demonstrate
the “Feel the Bern” phenomenon. In New Hampshire and
Michigan Democratic presidential primary races, Senator Sanders received 83% and 81% of the
18 to 29 year-old demographic,
respectively. These results were
repeated in many other states,
despite the fact that Sanders appears to have little in common
with young people; he is neither
hip nor attractive and yet young
people are flocking to him.

Since the Obama takeover of the
Democratic Party, young people
have been especially enthusiastic
about getting involved politically. They generally favor Democrats, largely due to the party’s
pronounced progressive and increasingly leftist views.
This year’s Democratic contest
for the presidential nomination
mostly has been a two person
race between Sanders and former Senator Hillary Clinton.
Currently, Clinton leads Sanders
in the delegate race and seems
poised to lock the nomination
up. Sanders, however, has refused to drop out and is waging a
determined strategy to wrest the
nomination from Clinton, which
polls show is disliked by many
voters.
By contrast, Sanders is very popular, particularly among young
people. Many attribute Sanders’

popularity among young voters to
him being the superior candidate.
In Hillary Clinton, many young
people -- and others of all ages -see a dishonest and opportunistic
politician: Clinton has cashed in
on her political connections to Wall
Street financiers by making speeches in return for payments in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars,
set up a foundation with her former
president husband which seems
like a scheme to exchange political
access for large sums of money and
has maintained ties to corporations
and banks whose interests conflict
with the social action agenda of
Sanders’ voters. Many Sanders’
voters also feel disdain and contempt for Clinton for having voted
as a senator to authorize the war in
Iraq and only recently embracing
same-sex marriage.
Sanders is the first Democratic
candidate since Robert Kennedy’s abortive presidential bid in
1968 to garner so much enthusiastic support from young people.
In polls, students repeatedly have
cited Sanders’ perceived honesty
as deserving of their vote. Sanders
projects an image of sincerity in
his policies and a certain freshness.
Whether the issue is racial equality or climate change, Sanders’ positions seem natural and heartfelt.
They are not “polished,” in the way
The New York Times describes Hillary Clinton’s campaign style. In
fact, Sanders’ unpolished appearance and demeanor have worked in
convincing voters he is sincere and
genuine.
Many young supporters of Sanders believe him when promises a
revolution, and they, too, desire
revolution. They are a generation
which considers “mainstream” pol-

itics as anathema. In college, many
of these young Sanders’ supporters
encountered professors who promoted a leftist agenda focused on
“liberation” and the overthrow of
the existing social and political order. Sanders’ message of revolution
and blame of all ills on Wall Street
naturally appeals to this demographic. His message particularly
resonates with the young as many
are deeply in debt from paying for
college. Sanders’ call for free public college for all strikes a chord
with this demographic cohort. As
one anti-Bernie meme points out,
millenials have been told that every child is a winner and deserves
a trophy. There are no losers, only
winners. By that logic, shouldn’t
we all deserve equal economic status and free college?

“

His message
particularly resonates with the
young as many
are deeply in debt
from paying for
college. Sanders’
call for free public college for all
strikes a chord with
this demographic
cohort.
Young people also aren’t deterred
by Sanders’ claim of being a “democratic socialist.” With the Cold War
long over, the horrors perpetrated
in the name of socialism are too
distant, remote or unfamiliar. As
a result, many young people view
socialism as a cure all for what ails
-8-

our society. As a sign of Sanders’
popularity, his supporters have donated more to him than to any other candidate in American political
history.
As of the writing of this article,
Sanders still trails Clinton in both
pledged delegates and super delegates and his chance to capture
the nomination seems remote.
Yet, Sanders continues to soldier
on, fighting for every delegate and
seeking to convince unbound super delegates to abandon Clinton
and throw their support behind
him. With the last major Democratic primary in California scheduled for June 7, 2016, Sanders has
increased the pressure on Clinton.
His campaign manager has blasted
Democratic National Committee
Chair Debbie Wasserman-Schultz,
a South Florida Congresswoman
and Clinton supporter, for treating
the Sanders’ campaign unfairly and
for rigging the primary system to
favor Clinton. Recently, there was a
near melee in Nevada when Sanders’ supporters clashed with the local party chair, a Clinton supporter,
over perceived unfairness in the selection of state delegates.
It appears that Sanders may be setting the stage for a convention fight,
where he will attempt to tarnish
Clinton, point to polls showing that
he beats Republican Donald Trump
more decisively than Clinton does
and attempt to persuade the super
delegates to support him over Clinton. One powerful argument which
Sanders is using to persuade them
to support him over Clinton is the
support he has from young people.
The question now is, will the support of the young vote be enough
to carry Sanders’ to the Democratic
nomination? B
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Trump’s November
Reckoning
Trump’s Path to the Presidency Runs
Through the Industrial Midwest

T

he race for the United
States presidency has
been winnowed to two
polarizing candidates:
Hillary Clinton, the presumptive
Democratic nominee, and Donald J.
Trump, the presumptive Republican
nominee. Among mainstream media pundits, conventional wisdom
holds that Trump cannot possibly
win given the number of groups he
has “insulted” and the diverse nature of the 2016 electorate.
In order to discuss various general
election scenarios, it first must be
understood where each party stands
in the electoral college. According
to most analysts, the Democrats
begin with 247 electoral votes that
come from safely Democratic states,

by Matthew Samilow
while the Republicans can count on
206 safe electoral votes (safe states
are states that have voted for the
same party in all or almost all of the
previous six elections). This means
two things: there are one hundred
electoral votes up for grabs and that
all the Democrats have to do is win
Florida, and Hillary Clinton becomes president.
Starting from this basepoint, it
seems difficult for Trump to win,
as he would have to win the eight
major swing states (Colorado, N.
Carolina, Florida, New Hampshire,
Iowa, Ohio, Virginia, and Nevada).
Compounding Republican woes
is the fact that three of these eight
-9-

states–Colorado, Florida, and Nevada–are home to significant numbers
of Hispanic voters, a cohort which
views Trump with suspicion.
Faced with this stark reality, most
establishment Republicans believe
that the only path to the presidency
for the GOP lies in broadening and
diversifying the party’s base. After
all, there aren’t enough white men
to win with anymore, right?
To provide some context, Mitt Romney won 59 percent of the white
vote in 2012 and lost 332 to 206 in
the electoral college. In contrast, in
1984 Ronald Reagan won a similar
share of the white vote and won all
but one state. Going by these numbers, it would seem reasonable to
conclude that the GOP must find a

way to appeal to minorities if it is to
remain relevant. This is a tantalizing
proposition, but it is largely untrue.
The problem with this line of thinking is that it combines all white voters into one national group without
noting that white people in different
parts of the country vote very differently. For reasons that will be discussed later on, the share of whites
without a college education voting
Democratic is significantly higher
in the Midwest than in other parts
of the country. This disparity has
allowed the Democrats to sustain
their advantage in the electoral college even as their support among
this group has collapsed nationally.
The media, Democrats, and many
Republicans have put forth a false
narrative that the GOP must begin
to win a larger share of the Hispanic vote or cease to be competitive in
future national elections. It has also
been said that it is implausible for
Trump to increase the Republican
share of the white vote, which is also
a falsehood.
The reason for these misconceptions
is that the observers often look at the
race on a national level. They see that
Hispanics will be over ten percent of
the electorate in 2012 and that Romney only won 27 percent of the Latino vote and conclude that Republicans must win more of the Hispanic
vote to win. In fact, the Republican
National Committee (RNC) concluded much of the same in its
famed “autopsy report” issued in the
wake of the 2012 defeat. The report
concluded that the GOP would have
to broaden its base with minorities
and women to remain relevant. In
the long run, this school of thought
most likely is accurate, but in the immediate future it is erroneous.

In 2012, Barack Obama carried a
mere 36 percent of whites without
a college education, yet he carried
40 percent of them in Ohio, 43 percent in Pennsylvania, 44 percent in
Michigan and 50 percent in Iowa.
Similarly, both John Kerry and Al
Gore overperformed with non-college educated whites relative to their
national numbers.
This historical context underscores
the opportunity Trump has this
November. If he is able to reduce
the Democratic share of the white
working class vote, even slightly, he
could turn Ohio and Iowa red. Were
he to effect a more drastic shift, he
potentially could turn states like
Pennsylvania and Michigan into
battlegrounds. Of those four states,
Ohio is the most crucial, as no GOP
candidate has won the presidency
without Ohio since 1960. It is also
probably the easiest state to flip to
the Republican side.
On the other end of that spectrum
is Michigan. The Wolverine State
likely will be the most difficult
state to turn red given that it voted
for Obama by about nine points in
-10-

2012. That leaves Iowa and Pennsylvania in swing state territory. Iowa
has become something of an enigma
for Republicans in presidential elections. It has two Republican senators
and a Republican governor and yet
has voted for the Democratic nominee in five of the past six presidential elections. If Trump were able to
hold Clinton to about 45 percent
of the working class white vote, he
could potentially carry the state.
Then there is Pennsylvania, which
perhaps is the most interesting state
on the map this election cycle.
Pennsylvania is a state that in theory
should be good for Trump. It is mostly white, somewhat rural, and has a
shrinking manufacturing base. If
Trump could reduce the Democratic
share of the white working class vote
from 42 to 37 percent, he could carry the state. All of these data predictions rely on the assumption that the
white working class vote share will
remain roughly the same in 2016 as
it was in 2012. This is an assumption
that cannot be taken for granted.
Whites without a college education
have seen their share of the elector-

ate consistently decline in every
election since 1992. If this trend
continues, it would mean that
Trump would have to win by an
even larger margin in this group
than before. That said, it is possible that the enthusiasm surrounding Trump’s candidacy and his
popularity among white working
class voters could help stem this
decline in 2016 and even increase
their share of the vote.
So why is it that working class
whites in the Midwest are far
likelier to back the Democratic
nominee than people of similar socioeconomic status in the
South and West? It largely comes
down to social conservatism and
union membership. Less educated whites in the Rust Belt are far
less ideologically conservative
and thus far less attracted to the
GOP’s anti-abortion and anti-gay
marriage platform. Union membership also attracts working class
voters to the Democrats as Republicans have consistently supported right-to-work legislation
that undermines unions’ collective bargaining power. Since these
voters do not have much attachment to social conservatism and
are instead more concerned with
the economy, Trump’s anti-trade
and nativist message should resonate more than Romney’s message of tax cuts for the wealthy
did.
Since Romney’s 2012 platform is
so different from Trump’s it is difficult to directly compare them.
Romney was a typical socially-conservative, supply-side economics Republican, while Trump
is more of a socially-liberal populist. For this reason, Trump stands
to have major appeal in states that

Romney did not, like Pennsylvania, but far less appeal in states
like Utah, which Romney carried
easily (Trump will still win those
states in all likelihood, but they
will be closer races).
Notwithstanding this opportunity with working-class white
voters, Trump might have difficulty matching Romney’s level of
success among college-educated
whites, a growing cohort. In the
presidential primaries and caucuses, Trump has consistently
done worse with educated voters, particularly educated women. Some of his worst performing
areas have been in suburban Republican strongholds like Waukesha County in Wisconsin and
Springfield, Missouri. If Trump
is not able to replicate Romney’s
numbers with college-educated
voters, his path to the presidency
would narrow considerably.
The minority vote also is likely to be a mixed bag for Trump.
He probably will lose some support from Hispanics relative to
Romney, but will gain more of
the black vote. Trump stands to
improve upon Mitt Romney’s
paltry showing for two reasons:
he is not running against the first
black president and his anti-immigration policies resonate with
many black voters who have been
adversely affected by increased
migration. In many ways black
voters are more crucial than Hispanics as they reside in significant
numbers in Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan–states
Trump needs to win. In contrast, most of the Hispanic vote is
locked away in the uncompetitive
states of New York, California and
Texas.
-11-

A major reason why many pundits and data journalists, like
Nate Cohn, did initially take
Trump’s candidacy seriously was
his extremely high unfavorability ratings with the Republican
electorate in the Spring of 2015.
Before launching his campaign,
Trump was viewed negatively by
around 60 percent of Republicans and was mired in low single
digits in the polls. However, after
he announced his candidacy and
pledged to build a wall to stop illegal immigration from Mexico,
something historic happened.
Suddenly, he came to viewed favorably by large swaths of the
Republican base and surged in
the polls, overtaking Jeb Bush by
mid-July.
Granted, the general election
electorate is likely to be far more
hostile to Trump’s platform, but
it seems possible that Trump
could turn his bad poll numbers
around and begin to be extremely
competitive with Clinton. In fact,
recent polls have begun to detect
a shift and as this article is being
written Trump leads by two tenths
of a point in the RealClearPolitics
polling average.
Trump’s biggest ace in the hole is
that despite how unpopular he is
with the general electorate, Clinton almost is as unpopular. Also
working in Trump’s favor is that
Clinton, like Trump, struggles
with a significant gender gap:
Male voters nearly universally
dislike her. If Trump is able to
reduce his negatives with women while Clinton’s negatives with
men remain the same, he could
be well on his path to the White
House. B

Why Sampling
Should be Legal
United States Copyright Laws are Stifling a
Practice That Fosters Creativity
By Aaron Senfeld

S

ampling is the process of
borrowing sounds and
snippets from an existing
musical composition and incorporating them into a new musical
work. It is not an easy process and
it takes talent to take an existing
work and effectively use portions
of it in a new musical piece.
Sampling of musical works largely began in the 1960’s and took off
in the 1980’s with the advent of
digital technology. Today, sampling often is done digitally, with a
computer programmer using software to copy and export sounds
to the new work. Digital sampling
as a method of creating music has
been popularized in modern hiphop production and electronic
dance music (EDM).
The federal Sound Recording Act
of 1971, which extended copyright
protection to sound recordings,
and the the Digital Performance
Rights in Sound Recordings Act
of 1995, which extended sound
copyright protections to the Internet, generally prohibit music sampling unless the original artist has

consented to the sampling. Not
all sampling, however, constitutes
copyright infringement. Whether there has been an infringement
depends upon certain technical legal factors, which include whether
the new work contains recognizable parts of the borrowed work
and the amount of the sampled
sound.

it would not exist.

Every literary work either is built
off of the premise of another story
or alludes to set pieces in culture
to provide deeper meaning to the
work. Shakespeare, for example,
used historical events and widely-known narratives as the plots of
many of his plays, including Julius
Caesar, Hamlet, Henry IV, etc. This
Copyright law currently largely enabled him to explore boundconstrains sampling, as artists who ary-pushing intellectual ideas and
“sample” are faced with the pros- dilemmas through works that
pect of being sued by the copy- people already were familiar with.
right owners of the compositions
from which they have borrowed. Even in the modernist and postSuch use of copyright law, howev- modernist “Theater of the Aber, is short-sighted and ignores the surd,” in which authors and playsocietal benefits of sampling.
wrights knowingly shirk literary
tradition, the basic premises of
Sampling of musical works also the novels and plays nevertheless
should be viewed within a broader were based on previous tradition.
context. Notwithstanding copy- “Waiting for Godot” by Samuel
right law, in the literary and artis- Beckett, the play where, famously,
tic canon, artists have been “sam- nothing happens, is based around
pling” in a sense since the dawn the interactions of two main charof sentience. In fact, “sampling,” acters. Though this seems as if
using another work as a starting Beckett completely broke away
point for a new work, is a tradi- from any previous literary basetion. It is so integral to art that if line, the characters are based on
no one “sampled,” art as we know the traditional Hobo clowns, with
-12-

bowler hats and shoes that do not
fit. Through an intentional mockery
of literary tradition, Beckett draws
upon previously established conventions to accentuate a point.

Listen to Madlib’s Shades of Blue,
where Madlib reinvents over twenty
jazz standards from the jazz-centric
Blue note label, or J Dilla’s tour-deforce Donuts. These instrumental albums push the boundaries of
The same premise holds true for lit- sound and melody, creating emoerary works as every composer and tions and grooves more concentratartist draws upon the styles and in- ed and pure than the original samnovations of previous generations. pled work while also completely
Without Mozart and Bach’s per- changing the melody and sound.
fect harmonies and phrasing there
would be no Beethoven or Chopin Roland Barthes, the author of the
and moody Romantic-era music. critical essay “Death of the Author,”
Without jazz there would be no claims that because everyone has
rock n’ roll–no Hendrix, no Beatles, different memories and feelings
no Zepplin and so on.
associated with every image and
sensation, everyone experiences
Every generation creates a new
literature differently. As such, it is
threshold for the next generation to useless to try to decypher what the
push into new territory. Sampling author intended for his intentions
is an extension of this tradition. and associations are no less valid
-13-

than the reader’s own. This principle also should be applied to music
as everyone experiences music differently. Because the piece of music I experience is not the one the
composer created, why should the
composer possess ownership of
that specific piece?
Federal copyright law barring the
use of sampled sounds without the
original artist’s permission rejects
thousands of years of artistic tradition and the nature of art itself.
An artist whose work is sampled
should be honored that another
artist deemed his work worthy of
inclusion into the chain of human
progress. B

“The Jewish
community in
general reacted
with particular anxiety over
the results; the
demographic trend if unabated will lead
to the loss in
the not so distant future of a
large portion of
the American
Jewish community.”

Nu, Pew Report
Number Two
The 2016 pew report offers a
grim portrait of World Jewry
by Maya Borzak

O

n October 1, 2013, The
Pew Research Center
released “A Portrait of
Jewish Americans,” a
broad survey of the American Jewish
population’s demographic health and
other attributes. The report indicated
a troubling increase in intermarriage
and Jewish assimilation: For Jews
who married during 2005-2013, 58%
are married to non-Jews, and among
those couples, 83% of their children
married non-Jews. The rate of intermarriage would have been over 70%
if the various Orthodox communities had been excluded.

abated, will lead to the loss in the not
so distant future of a large portion
of the American Jewish community.
This will be an event comparable demographically to another Holocaust,
albeit one that is self-inflicted.
Numerous articles were published
bemoaning the eventual the loss of
the secular American Jewish community. For the Orthodox community, and in particular the Modern
Orthodox movement, the reaction to
the Pew study indicated substantial
discomfort. I read scholarly articles
and Facebook posts which expressed
disdain for life in the Diaspora.

The Jewish community in general reacted with particular anxiety over the
results; the demographic trend ,if un-

I remember listening to chaotic chats
around the Shabbat table about a dismal American Jewish future.

For example, Rabbi Steven Weil of
the Orthodox Union spoke of the obligation of Orthodox Jews to “reach
out and engage the unaffiliated” to
save American Jewry from a “spiritual Holocaust.” He was not alone. In
general, the Orthodox community
expressed an urgent determination
to “save American Jewry” from itself
because Pew’s numbers indicated an
Orthodox exception: one in ten Jews
are Orthodox; they are more likely to
value their Judaism and thus much
more likely to instill it in their children and thereby marry Jews and
have Jewish children. As a result, the
Orthodox community and the Modern Orthodox movement in particular claimed an Orthodox win. They
demanded action through efforts in
kiruv, to encourage more Jews to observe, usually within Orthodox standards. Even in June of 2014, about
eight months after the Pew report’s
initial publication, an OU’s headline
read, “After Pew: What will it take to
save American Jewry?”

Modern Orthodox institutions, such
as the Orthodox Union and Yeshiva
University, did not react publicly to
the 2016 study’s findings: there was
nothing published online, in public
fora or on social media. Contrastingly, non-Orthodox institutions
such as the Jewish Federations of
North America, online Jewish maga-

“The secular Jewish
community’s
reaction to the 2016
report reflected the
liberal and left wing
bias which characterizes much of the
secular American
Jewish community
these days.”

zines such as Tablet and Mosaic, and
On March 8, 2016, The Pew Research non-denominational organizations
Center published “Israel’s Religious- such as Hiddush, did publicly react
ly Divided Society,” exploring the (they reacted in 2013, as well).
stark ideological and political divisions among Israeli Jews (along with The secular Jewish community’s resome bases for unity). In addition, action to the 2016 report reflected
using the 2013 report’s findings, the the liberal and left wing bias which
2016 study also included an entire characterizes much of the secular
chapter analyzing the major sources American Jewish community these
of contention between the American days. They decried the right wing
Jewish community and the Israeli policies of Israel’s government. In
Jewish community, i.e., their polit- fact, the American Jewish and Israeical and religious differences. Dis- li Jewish political spectrum differs
unity is a critical factor, as 80% of the greatly:
world Jewish population lives in the
United States and Israel.
“Most Israeli Jews describe their
ideology as in the center (55%) or
The Modern Orthodox communi- on the right (37%) within the Israeli
ty’s reaction to the 2016 Pew study political spectrum. Just 8% of Israewas muted and uncharacteristical- li Jews say they lean left. American
ly silent in stark comparison to its Jews, meanwhile, generally describe
uproar over the 2013 Pew Report. their ideology as liberal (49%) or
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moderate (29%) on the American
political spectrum, while about onein-five (19%) say they are politically
conservative.”
69% of American Jews possess a religious connection to Israel, yet simultaneously, “just 17% of American
Jews think the continued building of
settlements in the West Bank is helpful to Israel’s security; 44% say that
settlement construction hurts Israel’s
own security interests.” In addition,
a decrease in religious attachment
to Israel is coupled by the rise of,
American Jewish assimilation and
increasing estrangement or apathy
from religious affiliation (as opposed
to a rise in a cultural Judaism). Contrastingly, 42% “of Israeli Jews say
the settlements help the security of
Israel, compared with 30% who say
the settlements actually hurt Israel’s
security and 25% who say building
settlements does not make a difference either way.”
When Israelis were asked whether
they think Arabs (the Pew report
was unclear whether or not Arabs
meant Israeli-Arabs or Palestinians
in the West Bank and East Jerusalem) should be transferred or expelled from Israel, there was about
a fifty-fifty split between the Israeli
Jewish respondents. Contrasting
the findings about American Jews
above, 48% of Israeli Jews support
the expulsion and transfer of Arabs.
An overwhelming 71% of Datiim
and 36% of Hilonim agree with Arab
expulsion. These numbers correlate
with their political (Dati leaning politically right and Hiloni leaning politically left) affiliations.
Generally, there is an American Jewish left (49%) that is much larger
than the Israeli Jewish left (8%), and
vise versa with the right wing ori-

ented populations. This great divide
along political and religious spectra
(see picture), unfortunately translates to a split over the role of morality in American and Israeli Jewish
identity: 56% of American Jews say
“working for justice and equality” is
essential to their Jewish identity, as
opposed to only 27% in Israel.
Why was the second Pew report accompanied by silence in American
Orthodoxy?
Perhaps many Jews are discouraged
by the seemingly insurmountable
task of reclaiming non-observant,
liberal American Jews, whom the
report shows now clearly self-separated from identification with Israel.
Regarding the 2016 findings, Steven
M. Cohen, a leading sociologist who
concentrates on the American Jewish demographics and a contributor
to the Pew study, wrote that “in addition to the implications inside Israel, the new data on transfer could
further alienate American Jews from
the Jewish state.” Very quickly, Israel
is no longer the great unifier among
American Jews or between the Israeli
and American Jewish communities;
rather, the politics of Israel have now
distanced and further repelled the
two centers of Jewish life from each
other, making Jewish unity harder to
attain.
Because of the growing assimilation
in America, Israel has become more
important than ever to ensure that
unaffiliated and secular Jews remain
Jews both in outlook and identification, if not practice. Attachment
to Israel is the only glue which can
preserve Jewish unity, and therefore
ensure Jewish continuity.
The Orthodox community reacted loudly to the 2013 Pew findings
and rejoiced in their community’s

success as a religious stronghold in
America. Yet, the 2016 study poses
an equally, if not greater challenge.
An “Israel[i] Religiously Divided

“Yet, the 2016 study
poses an equally if
not greater challenge. An “Israel[i]
Religiously Divided Society” means
an ideologically divided Jewish population in America
that could result
in a dangerous destruction of the
Jewish people.”

date, concealed that he spent time
on an Israeli Kibbutz in the 1960s
while publicly condemning Israel
for allegedly causing “10,000” civilian deaths during the Gaza war, an
outrageously false claim that he later
withdrew. In response, conservative
pundit Daniel Greenfield wrote an
article entitled, “Bernie Sanders is
NOT a Jew.” Orthodox Jews tolerance of liberal Jews was already thin
but nearly fell by the wayside for
many when Israel was criticized by
a prominent secular and avowedly
non-religious and intermarried Jew
like Sanders.

Similarly, a lot of hard feelings resulted after the Jewish community split
publicly in support or opposition to
the Iran nuclear deal and the poor
treatment afforded to Israel’s prime
minister by the American president
after he addressed Congress. In fact,
there were many on the left – including the president – who accused Israel and its supporters (expressly or
impliedly) of trying to push America
into a new mideast war by trying to
Society” means an ideologically di- scuttle the Iran nuclear deal.
vided Jewish population in America
that could result in a dangerous de- Now what? Zionism, the movement
struction of the Jewish people. The to reestablish the Jewish homeland
Orthodox community must assume in Eretz Israel, has lost its cachet for
an active responsibility to bridge the many. It no longer is the great unifigap between the two communities. er of world Jewry. The Jewish comOur “Orthodox win” does not mat- munity is in need of a great unifier.
ter if the American Jewish commu- A new 21st century Zionism must
nity is disaffected from Israel.
be the solution. It must be based
upon mutual respect and be without
Another reason why American Or- demonizing labels, i.e., “self-hating
thodoxy may not have reacted to Jew” and “right wing warmongers.”
the second Pew report may be the As Orthodox American Jews, we are
distraction caused by the ongoing a growing part of the population and
American presidential election and should have the confidence to reach
the lingering and simmering con- out to other Jews in order to keep the
troversy over the Iran nuclear deal. Jewish people together. Patting ourFor example, American Orthodox selves on the back and passively relJews reacted with horror when Ber- ishing our pride in our own success
nie Sanders, a secular Jewish candi- is a losing proposition. B
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A Turbulent Period
for Journalism
The Decline in Print Circulation has led to a Slow
and Painful Transition to Digital Offerings
by Leora Kroll

L

egacy news organizations
are undergoing a turbulent
period in their illustrious
history. They must continue to produce and distribute print periodicals while also developing enough
digital offerings to ensure solvency
as print circulation continues to
dwindle. This brutally rapid and
painful transition from a primarily
print-based media to a one dominated by the Internet raises questions about the quality of the media and Americans’ consumption
of news.
Data shows a significant disparity in how Americans of different ages consume news. A recent
study showed that 50 percent of
Americans read news online while
fewer that 10 percent read traditional print newspapers and magazines. However, when broken
down by age group, studies reveal
that Americans 45 years of age and
younger receive a majority of news
online, while those over 45 receive
a majority of their news in print.
Given this trend, it seems clear that
within ten to twenty years, Americans will begin to get the vast ma-

jority of their news online. This is
likely an irreversible trend, but is
The decline of print advertising
it a positive development?
revenues has led newspapers like
the Times and The Washington
First and foremost, the prolifera- Post to conclude that they have to
tion of the Internet has forced news compete with popular, yet unseriorganizations to curate more con- ous, websites like Buzzfeed in order
tent more quickly. When breaking to survive. While this assessment
news occurs, it is no longer accept- may very well be accurate, its effect
able for a news organizations not on the U.S. media is undoubtedly
to have a story up with minutes. negative.
This “need for speed” often leads
to reduced content quality, typos, For over 150 years, The New York
grammatical errors, factual errors Times has been the United States’
and other mishaps. Even though newspaper of record, carefully docthese are almost always fixed with umenting the last century and a
updates, they reveal the strain news half of American History with unoutlets are under to quickly pro- matched detail and breadth. If the
duce stories.
Times and other alike organizations conclude that they must pubFurthermore, the rise of social lish “click-bait” articles in order to
media websites like Facebook generate web traffic, that is an unand Twitter, has led to increasing fortunate result for Americans who
amount of “clickbait,” stories that desire serious news coverage.
have attention grabbing headlines
yet little journalistic merit. Even the With that in mind, not all of the
last public editor of The New York Internet’s effects on the media are
Times, Margaret Sullivan, lamented negative. The Internet has led the
that social media’s increased im- media to fragment, with the major
portance has led the organization news outlets losing influence and
to publish stories that it would nev- market share in favor of more niche
er have published in years past.
outlets. This has some positive ef-18-

fects, particularly in giving a voice
to political ideologies that usually aren’t represented in the mainstream media. The media often has
a well-deserved reputation of being
more liberal than conservative.

ities use the Internet as a primary
source because they find it easier to
look up information online than to
read a physical text. Some teachers
also argue that students who otherwise would not pick up a book are
reading because it is easier and “less
intimidating” to read online.

The main argument here is that consuming news online as opposed to
in print decreases a person’s cognitive abilities. An example of this
phenomenon is average SAT reading scores. Over a five year period
between 2005 and 2010, average
The fact that the Internet allows
critical reading scores dropped from
almost anyone to create a website
508 to 500. While this is a minimal
has led to significant growth in the Most research indicates that Inter- decrease, it nonetheless shows that
number of conservative news out- net usage generally has a negative ef- American students’ verbal abilities
lets. Similarly, the internet has led to fect on the majority of users. Anne are declining.
major growth in the number of far- Mangen, a professor at the Univerleft websites. In essence, the growth sity of Stavanger who studies the All new technologies seem to threatof the world wide web has fostered effects of technology on psychology, en the existing order and throw ingreater diversity in political thought found that “the visual happenings dustries and professions into chaos.
as Americans are no longer reliant on the screen… and your physical While the decline of print is lamenon the center-left viewpoint of the interaction with the device is dis- table, it is journalists’ responsibility
mainstream media.
tracting[;] all of these things are tax- to ensure that a change in media
ing on cognition and concentration does not lead to a reduction in qualAdditionally, studies have shown in a way that a book is not.”
ity. B
that people with learning disabil-19-

Brainstorm’s
Political Trivia
An Insanely Difficult Quiz

15. What is Ted Cruz’s wife’s name?
16. What percentage of the vote did Donald
Trump win in New York? Hillary Clinton?
17. What is the name of Hillary Clinton’s super
pac?
18. Which university recently agreed to name
its law school after deceased Justice Antonin
Scalia?

1. What is Hillary Clinton’s middle name?

19. Which presidential candidate wrote the
book Hard Choices?

2. With the death of Justice Antonin Scalia, who is the
most senior associate justice on the Supreme Court?
3. Which television personality did Donald Trump feud
with for much of the primary season?
4. Who portrays Hillary Clinton on Saturday Night Live?
5. Who dropped out of the Republican presidential priamary race first: Ted Cruz or John Kasich?
6. In which recent state did exit polls show that 40 percent of Bernie Sanders supporters would vote for Donald
Trump over Hillary Clinton in a general election matchup?

20. What is the name of the pending Supreme
Court case challenging the constitutionality of
President Obama’s Deferred Action for Parents
of Americans (DAPA) program?
21. For what is the “Rand” in Rand Paul a nickname for?
22. For whom is the FBI’s headquarters in
Washington, D.C. named?
23. How many secretaries of defense have
served under President Obama?

7. Who is the House Minority Whip?

24. What is John Kasich’s middle name?

8. How many Electoral College votes did George W. Bush
receive in 2000?

25. How many electoral votes did John F. Kerry
win in 2004?

9. What is the name of the former House Majority Leader,
who lost a primary race to a more conservative opponent
in 2014?

26. What is the name of President Obama’s
pending Supreme Court nominee?
27. What state was Hillary Clinton born in?

10. Which Rust Belt state did Barack Obama carry in
2008, but not 2012?

28. What state was Bernie Sanders born in?

11. Name the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

29. In what year was Bernie Sanders born?

12. Who is the Secretary of Defense?

30. What is the name of President Obama’s
secretary of education?

13. Which Supreme Court Justice did Elena Kagan replace?

1. Diane 2. Anthony Kennedy 3. Megyn Kelly 4. Kate Mckinnon 5. Ted Cruz 6.
West Virginia 7. Steny Hoyer 8. 271 9. Eric Cantor 10. Indiana 11. Paul Ryan 12.
Ash Carter 13. John Paul Stevens 14. John Kerry 15. Heidi 16. 60, 58 17. Priorities
USA 18. Georgetown University 19. Hillary Clinton 20. U.S. v. Texas 21. Randall 22.
J. Edgar Hoover 23. Four 24. Richard 25. 251 26. Merrick Garland 27. Illinois 28.
New York 29. 1941 30. John King

14. Who is fourth in the presidential line of succession?
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